Most attempts to emulate the mechanical properties of strong and tough natural composites using helicoidal films of wood-derived cellulose nanocrystals (w-CNCs) fall short in mechanical performance due to the limited shear transfer ability between the w-CNCs. This shortcoming is ascribed to the small w-CNC-w-CNC overlap lengths that lower the shear transfer efficiency. Herein, we present a simple strategy to fabricate superior helicoidal CNC films with mechanical properties that rival those of the best natural materials and are some of the best reported for photonic CNC materials thus far. Assembling the short w-CNCs with a minority fraction of high aspect ratio CNCs derived from tunicates (t-CNCs), we report remarkable simultaneous enhancement of all in-plane mechanical properties and out-of-plane flexibility. The important role of t-CNCs is revealed by coarse grained molecular dynamics simulations where the property enhancement are due to increased interaction lengths and the activation of additional toughening mechanisms. At t-CNC contents greater than 5% by mass the mixed films also display UV reflecting behaviour. These damage tolerant optically active materials hold great promise for application as protective coatings. More broadly, we expect the strategy of using length-bidispersity to be adaptable to mechanically enhancing other matrix-free nanoparticle ensembles.
crack tortuosity. Crack twisting by the helical arrangement decelerates strain energy release at the crack tip and allows multiple cracks to grow from various nucleation sites without coalescing. The high crack surface to volume ratio maximizes energy dissipation. [1, 3, 6, 11] In addition, recent studies have found the periodic helicoidal structure to exhibit phononic bandgaps that cause shear wave filtering and lead to enhanced impact tolerance. [12] These extraordinary characteristics of "mechanofunctional" biological materials have motivated numerous efforts to fabricate and/or engineer nanocomposites that emulate their underlying structural design. [2] The "brick-and-mortar" architecture of nacre has been mimicked with a great degree of success using both top-down (3D printing [13] and layer-by-layer assembly) [2] as well as bottom-up assembly [14] (ice templating, [15] crystallization [16] ) of nanomaterials like alumina and graphene platelets. While top-down methods such as 3D printing and carbon fibre layup have been employed to understand the advantages offered by the helicoidal stacking in microcomposites, [11, 17] there have been few successful attempts at replicating the helicoidal structure using nano-sized components. [13] This may be directly attributable to the increased complexity of adding a periodic twist to the layer-by-layer stacking of the filler phase. That said, cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are rod-like particles that readily self-assemble into helicoidal (or chiral nematic or cholesteric) structures in aqueous suspensions. [18] This liquid crystalline behavior is attributed to the screw-like twisting of the CNCs along their long axis. [19] The CNC suspensions, when dried appropriately, produce vitrified CNC films with the underlying helicoidal structure retained, but with periodicities in the visible wavelength range, resulting in brilliant structural coloration. [18] The CNCs are typically isolated by the controlled acid hydrolysis of sustainable cellulosic biomass such as wood, cotton, bacteria, and tunicates. They vary greatly in size, shape, and crystallinity, mainly depending on the source material but also the specific isolation process. [20] [21] [22] [23] For example, woodderived CNCs (w-CNC) have square cross-sections (6 nm to 8 nm × 6 nm to 8 nm), low aspect ratios (AR ≈ 20, length ≈110 nm) and crystallinities of ≈60%. In contrast, CNCs isolated from tunicates (t-CNCs), sessile sea creatures, are longer (AR ≈ 100, length ≈1000 nm), more crystalline (≈ 80%) and display larger, rectangular cross-sections (6 nm to 9 nm × 12 nm to 20 nm). Owing to the high degree of crystallinity, CNCs exhibit outstanding mechanical properties that rival commercial materials such as stainless steel and Kevlar. These characteristics identify CNCs as excellent candidate building blocks for helicoidal nanocomposites. However, efforts to emulate heli coidal bio-nanomaterials with CNCs have been met with limited success. [24] The best of these biomimetic materials fall well short of the properties of the gold-standard biological materials such as cortical bone, ivory, and the mantis shrimp dactyl club Figure 1 . a) Schematic of model helicoidal structure formed by the assembly of cellulose nanocrystals. b) Comparative Ashby plot of the elastic modulus (GPa) versus the strain to failure (%) from helicoidal CNC films and composites reported in literature. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Error bars represent reported uncertainties. The black arrow represents the general trend in property change with increased polymer addition. The legend for panel (b) is presented below images (c) and (d). Transmission electron microscopy images of c) wood-and d) tunicate-derived CNCs. Polarized optical microscopy images of mixed w-CNC/t-CNC films containing e) 0%, f) 1%, g) 5%, and h) 100% by mass t-CNCs obtained in reflection mode. Scale bars are 0.5 mm. i) Plot of representative normalized (arbitrary units) reflectance versus wavelength (nm) for the various films (spectrum from 60% t-CNC film not shown for clarity). The inset shows plot of peak reflectance wavelength versus t-CNC mass fraction.
( Figure S3a , Supporting Information). This gap is attributable to the following observations. All studies on cellulose-rich helicoidal materials utilize w-CNCs as building blocks [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and the mechanical properties of the pristine w-CNC films (100% w-CNC) leave much to be desired. The pristine w-CNC films are excessively brittle (strain to failure <0.5%). Several reports discuss the difficulty in characterizing the in-plane properties of the pristine w-CNC films due to their brittle nature. [25, 30] While the materials' ductility may be improved with polymer/plasticizer addition, the enhancement comes at the cost of the elastic modulus (Figure 1b; Figure S3b , Supporting Information). From this inverse relationship between the modulus and ductility, we infer that the modulus of the pristine CNC film places the limit for the highest modulus achievable by composite formation with a polymer. As the modulus of the pure helicoidal w-CNC films do not exceed ≈10 GPa, the properties of w-CNC nanocomposites remain unremarkable, specifically when taking other biomaterials as the reference (Figure 1b ; Figure S3 , Supporting Information). [24, 27, 31] In order to successfully implement the polymer nanocomposites approach to mimick tough biological materials using CNCs, we need pristine CNC films to be significantly stiffer and more ductile (green region in Figure 1b ). Using this approach, even with polymer addition, the final mechanical properties are likely to be comparable to the properties of the best biological materials.
The modulus and strength of individual w-CNC rods have been measured to be as high as 100 to 150 GPa (transverseaxial) [35, 36] and 3 GPa, [37] respectively. However, the properties of helicoidal w-CNC films are over an order of magnitude lower. This mismatch in performance between individual nanorods and their ensembles is because ensemble properties are strongly influenced by the strength and density of their weakest elements. [38] Here, these elements correspond to weak CNC-CNC interfaces, short interaction lengths in low aspect ratio w-CNCs, and heterogeneities such as grain boundaries and voids that lead to strain localization. [39] In this article, we report a facile strategy for the fabrication of biomimetic pristine CNC films with superior stiffness, ductility, and toughness. This involves assembling wood CNCs with a minority fraction of high aspect ratio tunicate CNCs that serve to improve the shear transfer capability of CNC-CNC interfaces.
By varying the mass fraction of t-CNCs, we have been able to tune the photonic properties of the CNC films over the entire optical spectrum and further into the near ultraviolet (UV) range (736 nm ± 5 nm to 314 nm ± 3 nm). More importantly, by adding t-CNCs remarkable simultaneous improvements in the in-plane modulus, tensile strength, strain to failure, toughness, and out-of-plane ductility could be achieved. These results are rare for synthetic systems, which are characteristically limited by trade-offs. The properties measured here, while rivalling those of the gold-standard natural materials like bone and nacre, are also the highest reported thus far for the pristine chiral nematic CNC films. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] The enhancements achieved upon introducing a minor fraction of t-CNCs are attributed to a) an increased overlap length that enhances shear transfer and presents bigger integrated energetic barriers to deformation through stronger nonbonded interactions and b) superior contribution of t-CNCs to structural toughening through crack deflection and bridging. We note that t-CNCs were used as a testbed and that other, more technologically viable, sources for high-aspect ratio CNCs exist, including for example waste from banana farming operations. [40] The design concept presented here appears to be an excellent starting point for the development of tough, naturally sourced, UV-reflecting materials that are potentially useful as protective coatings in the automobile, aerospace, and infrastructure industries.
Results and Discussion
The dimensions of the wood and tunicate CNCs, used herein were obtained by analysis of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images (Figure 1c,d ; Figure S1a -d, Supporting Information). The w-CNCs had an average diameter (d), length (l), and aspect ratio (AR) of 7.8 nm ± 1.3 nm, 110.4 nm ± 36.7 nm, 14.2 ± 4.7, respectively (uncertainties represent one standard deviation in measured values). The t-CNCs were expectedly longer and wider with d, l, and AR measuring 13.1 nm ± 3.4 nm, 1228 nm ± 755.5 nm, 93.8 ± 57, respectively. The mixed w-CNC/t-CNC helicoidal films with varying fractions of t-CNCs (0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 60% and 100% by mass) and w-CNCs were prepared by the evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) of aqueous CNC mixtures in a custom-built chamber, which enabled controlled drying at desired evaporation rates (see the Experimental Section and Figure S2 , Supporting Information). The evaporation rate was fixed at −7 mg min −1 , which we have found to yield films with good large-scale homogeneity. We note that it is essential to maintain the same drying rate over all samples, as minor variations in drying profiles result in major structural differences. [41] Polarized optical microscope (POM) images of the mixed films, obtained in reflection mode, display a prominent blue shifting of structural color, which increased with the t-CNC content (Figure 1e-g ). The films were observed to transition from red to orange-green to blue to colorless in going from 0 to 10% CNC. The films remained colorless at higher weight fractions (Figure 1h ). UV-vis spectra of the dried films revealed a continuous nonlinear reduction in peak reflectance wavelength (λ) from red to ultraviolet (<400 nm) values with increased t-CNC concentration (Figure 1i and inset) . Upon increasing the t-CNC content from 0 to 10% to 100% by mass, the λ decreased from 736 nm ± 5 nm to 357 nm ± 17 nm and asymptoted to the pristine t-CNC film wavelength of 314 nm ± 3 nm. These λ values are in qualitative agreement with the structural colors seen in the POM images (Figure 1e-h) . Evidently, the high content (≥10% by mass) t-CNC films are colorless as they reflect in the UV range. In addition to the change of the reflectance wavelength, a broadening of the reflectance peak is observed (Figure 1i ; Table S1 , Supporting Information), which is indicative of an initial reduction in the film uniformity. [41] This is likely due to the increased polydispersity in CNC dimensions with the introduction of t-CNCs. However, increasing the mass fraction toward a majority t-CNC phase (≥30% t-CNC by mass) results in a restoration of uniformity.
Bouligand curves, characteristic of chiral nematic selfassembly, are observed in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the film cross-sections, thereby confirming the helicoidal architecture of the mixed films (Figure 2a-c) . It is interesting to note that the t-CNCs are also arranged in a helicoidal pattern in their native organism. [42] The mean pitch (P), computed from SEM images, was found to correlate with λ, in accordance with the relation λ = (nP/2), [43] where n is the refractive index (≈2 [41] ), confirming that the microstructural evolution with t-CNC addition is indeed responsible for the observed trends in optical response (Figure 2d-g; Figure S4 and associated text, Supporting Information). It was not possible to reliably quantify the cross-sectional features in the 30%, 60%, and 100% t-CNC films, owing to surface roughness and protruding long t-CNCs that obscure the underlying periodic structure. We discuss this observation later in relation to the materials' mechanical properties. We note that in all samples the t-CNCs are fairly well integrated with the w-CNCs ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information), indicating excellent compatibility between the two different CNC types. That is, a largescale phase separation, which would cause SEM cross-sections to exhibit distinct domains of layered w-CNCs and pulled out t-CNCs, was not observed. While these two CNC types, individually, have been extensively used to create polymer nanocomposites and neat CNC films, polymer-free mixtures containing both these CNC types (or other mixtures of CNC with dissimilar aspect ratios) have so far not been reported. Further, we note that while helicoidal films of w-CNCs have been widely studied, those of longer CNCs have thus far not been reported.
Our results suggest that the t-CNCs lead to lower pitch and larger angular shifts between the helicoidally stacked w-CNC layers (Table S1 , Supporting Information). The observed effects may be because t-CNCs nucleate and/or template w-CNC assembly, as they are larger in size and crystallinity and/or modify the ionic strength of solutions acting as solid electrolytes. [44] Further, from inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry we observe a slightly higher concentration of multivalent metal ions in the t-CNC solutions (Table S2 , Supporting Information). While this small concentration is unlikely to directly influence CNC-CNC interactions in the film, the slightly increased ionic strength in the t-CNC solutions may also cause a lowering of the pitch. [45] The exact role of t-CNCs in the self-assembly process remains to be explored. We believe that the detailed in situ characterization of the blends as they dry using techniques such as super-resolution optical microscopy (structured illumination microscopy in particular) and small angle X-ray or neutron scattering hold the key to understand the influence of the t-CNCs. Regardless, our findings indicate the ability to the tune the photonic properties of the CNC films from the infrared to the ultraviolet range by the addition of tunicate CNCs.
The uniaxial mechanical properties of the blended chiral films, measured by tensile testing under controlled strain rate (0.09 mm min −1 ), are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3 . The properties of the pure w-CNC films are in general agreement with the measurements reported by other researchers. [25, 26, 29, 30] The 100% w-CNC films are extremely brittle (strain to failure ≈0.36% ± 0.1%) and difficult to handle. Further their elastic modulus (E) is measured to be 9.1 ± 0.5 GPa which is at the high-end of moduli measured for the chiral-CNC composites ( Figure 1b ). [27, 31] Nevertheless, with the introduction of t-CNCs extraordinary enhancements in modulus (E), strain-tofailure (ε f ), tensile strength (σ f ), and toughness are observed (Figure 3a-d) . This remarkable behavior is highlighted in Figure 3e , where stress-strain curves pan upward and outward with the increasing t-CNC concentration. Table 1 ). With further t-CNC addition, E and σ f plateau (within error) to the 60% and 100% t-CNC film values of ≈20.5 GPa and ≈130 MPa, respectively. In contrast, ε f is observed to reach a maximum of 1.1% (≈3.5 × ε f, 100% w-CNC ) at 30% t-CNC by mass, before dropping to 0.76% and 0.70% for the 60% and 100% t-CNC films (Figure 4c and Table 1 ), respectively. The improvements in E, ε f , and σ f manifest as exceptional enhancements in toughness (measured as the area under stress-strain curve), which, following ε f , peaks at 30% by mass t-CNC. Specifically, 8-fold and 19-fold toughness enhancements are observed in 10% and 30% by mass t-CNC films, respectively ( Figure 3c and Table 1 ). These mass fractions translate to number fractions as small as 0.3% and 1.3%, respectively. Such enhancement at low t-CNC addition is of great practical significance, since acquisition and processing costs of t-CNC (and other high-aspect ratio CNCs) tunicates remain high when compared to w-CNCs. It is interesting to note that Weder and co-workers have similar observations regarding strong influence of t-CNCs on the modulus of polymer nanocomposites containing both CNC species. [22] The out of plane ductility of the CNC films is tested here in a qualitative fashion (Movies S1-S3, Supporting Information). 3.6 mm wide strips of the films are pinned on one end to a substrate using a strong adhesive (Figure 3f-h) . The free end of the strip is bent slowly toward the pinned end until failure. The maximum angle to horizontal made by the film prior to failure is taken to be a qualitative measure of flexibility. From Figure 3f -h, we find the breaking angle to change from ≈50° in the pristine w-CNC sample to ≈145° in a 5% t-CNC sample. In the 30% sample, however, we observe no failure even up to 180°. The film can be bent to these high angles repeatedly without any perceptible damage. It is noteworthy that even minor enhancements in ductility and modulus such as those seen in the 5% samples result in greatly improved handling ability.
The simultaneous enhancements observed here are highly unusual for manmade systems where increasing strength (or modulus) and toughness are conflicting goals. [1] As discussed earlier, irrespective of the fabrication method (template filling, [46] EISA, [47, 48] in situ polymerization [33] ), the addition of polymers or plasticizers to helicoidal CNCs results in increased ductility but compromised modulus and strength (Figure 1b) . By increasing the polymer content, the materials may gain toughness through intrinsic mechanisms such as molecular uncoiling. [2] However, their ability to tolerate large stresses is sacrificed due to diminished moduli and tensile strengths. In Figure 4a , we plot the properties measured in this study against those measured in literature thus far. The modulus of the periodic region in the mantis shrimp dactyl club, [5] represents an attainable performance goal, is presented as the black line. The maximum achieved pristine helicoidal CNC film modulus, referred to as the w-CNC ceiling, is presented as the red line. From the data, it is clear that the polymer/plasticizer addition moves the chiral films away from the dactyl club values. In contrast, the addition of t-CNC not only moves E and ε f in the desired direction, it helps photonic films attain properties that rival some of the best natural helicoidal materials, as shown in Figure 4b . The moduli and strength measured here are the highest measured yet in the helicoidal CNC films and their composites. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] The strain to failure and toughness values are some of the best reported for pristine helicoidal CNC films. However, we note that only the data points shown in red (Figure 4a ) studied CNC films fabricated using an EISA technique similar to ours. Therefore, we believe that a fair comparison can only be drawn to these data points. Comparing samples with similar strains-to-failure, we find that the t-CNC blends are two to eight times stiffer than w-CNC helicoidal composites that contain as much as 10 to 30% polymer by mass. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] The properties of the 10%, 30%, and 60% t-CNC films are also comparable to those of nacre, [49] one of the strongest and most resilient natural materials known, and that of nacre mimics that have been fabricated using 2D nanoparticles (montmorillonite, graphene oxide). [50, 51] However, because the CNC films are lighter (CNC film density ≈1.5 g cm −3 (Table S1 , Supporting Information), nacre ≈2.45 g cm −3 , bone and ivory, ≈1.84 g cm −3 , dactyl club >2 g cm −3 ) they display significantly higher specific stiffness and strength ( Figure S5 , Supporting Information). Now we turn our attention toward understanding the cooperative effects on mechanical performance that follow t-CNC addition. While studies report the modulus of individual tunicate nanocrystals to be ≈1.5 times that of individual wood CNCs, [23] linear effective medium approximations fail to model the sigmoidal increase in modulus with t-CNC addition ( Figure S6 , Supporting Information). More importantly, simply introducing a higher modulus phase does not lead to the concurrent enhancements in strength and ductility seen here. [52] The superior sample crystallinity (χ) with t-CNC introduction (χ w-CNC ≈60%, χ t-CNC ≈80% [21] ) is similarly ineffective in justifying the observed trends. To better explain the effect of t-CNC addition on the mechanical performance, we carried out mole cular dynamics (MD) studies with our atomistically informed coarse-grained (CG) model for CNCs following a strain energy conservation paradigm ( Figure 5) . [39] A simplified cellulose nanocrystal assembly with a layered, staggered, inplane structure of overlap ratio, L/L o = 0.5 (instead of helicoidal structure) is constructed to represent an individual CNC layer, and subjected to uniaxial tensile tests for structures with different mass fractions of t-CNCs (see the Experiment Section). When CNC film is strained, the load is initially transferred between the covalent bonds of CNCs through the nonbonded (van der Waals, hydrogen bonds) CNC-CNC interface sites, where the barriers of the sliding energy landscape allow shear transfer. [53] Since the CNCs in each layer of the helicoidal structure are aligned in a staggered fashion as in the layered film structures, the number of nonbonded sites in contact, and thus the magnitude energy barrier to sliding is determined by the overlap length (L o , Figure 5a ) between CNCs. In previous analyses, we have identified enhancements in modulus, strength, and toughness with increasing overlap lengths between CNCs in cellulose nanopaper [39] and graphene sheets in the multilayered graphene structures, which can be explained through shear-lag type models that capture the length-dependence of the shear strength between high-aspect ratio nanoparticles. [54] For the pure w-CNC samples, the overlap length is expected to be small (Figure 5a) given the shorter lengths of the crystals. Thus, lower energy barriers to sliding weaken shear transfer and adversely impact modulus and strength. Further, with shorter sliding distances required to pull CNCs apart, the films readily break at low strains (and stresses) (Figure 5c ; Movie S4 (0% t-CNC), Supporting Information). When the t-CNCs are introduced into the samples, the effective overlap length of the w-CNCs is improved and the energy barrier for the interfacial sliding (shear transfer efficiency) is greater, resulting in the enhancements in modulus and strength ( Figures S6a,b and Movie S5 (20% t-CNC), Supporting Information). We note from the measured dimensions of the two CNC species that each individually dispersed t-CNC may be coordinated with up to ≈75 w-CNCs. Evidently, each of these 75 w-CNCs has an overlap length equal to its length (L ≈ 110 nm). Since L o in the neat w-CNC films (≈55 nm) is smaller than L (Figure 5a ), the incorporation of t-CNCs is equivalent to increasing the effective overlap length in the samples (Figure 5b ), which in turn increases the film modulus and strength ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information). We note in the 5% and 10% by mass t-CNC samples as many as 25% and 50% of w-CNCs may be coordinated with t-CNCs, assuming perfect dispersion. At these weight fractions (≤30% by mass), the simulations also find the long t-CNCs to serve as rails/bridges that permit the stick-slip translation of w-CNCs, along their length, up to larger strains before pullout, resulting in enhanced ductility, evidenced by larger strains to failure and more pronounced yielding behavior (deviation from linear response) with higher t-CNC content (Figure 3e and Figure 5d ). This is akin to the structural role played by the pore canals in crustacean and stomatopods exoskeletons. [55] Further increasing the effective overlap length, i.e., t-CNC concentration, increases the energy barrier for sliding to values comparable with intra-CNC bond energies, due to which the modulus and strength values plateau. However, beyond a certain critical overlap length the energy barrier to sliding exceeds the strength of CNC, which leads to a gradual transition in the failure mechanism from CNC sliding and pullout to CNC fracture. This is seen here as a loss of ductility in going from the 30% to the 60% and 100% samples (Figures 3 and 5) . This lowered strain to failure in the 60% and 100% t-CNC sample is manifested as a reduction in toughness, defined here as the area under the stress-strain curve (Figures 3 and 5f) . We find the large overlap length for the pure t-CNC samples leads to large release of energy from CNC-CNC bond rupture with explosive failure (Figure 5e,f) . We note that the mechanical properties from simulations are higher than those from experiments given that the structures used in our simulations are perfectly aligned, while those experimentally measured are helicoidal ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information). However, when the helicoidal structure is strained in-plane, most of the tensile loads are borne by the layers with CNCs aligned parallel to the tensile direction. Our simplified MD models, representative of these dominant CNC layers, therefore reveal the key structural changes and underlying mechanisms responsible for the observed variations in mechanical properties accompanying the addition of t-CNCs.
The maximum in toughness can also be explained in terms of the maximum elastic strain energy as defined by the shearlag model developed by Espinosa and co-workers for the brickand-mortar-like biological composites. [56] These authors noted that beyond a critical overlap length, L o * the stiffness saturates, while the shear transfer efficiency between overlapping hard elements drops because a majority of the overlapping region does not carry much shear load. This results in a lowered elastic strain energy density (or toughness) at L o > L o *. Using the shear-lag formulation, L o *was derived by Espinosa and co-workers to be Ebh G 2.318 ≈ . [56] Here, E is the axial elastic modulus of the CNC (105 GPa), [57] G is the shear modulus of CNC-CNC interface, b is half the CNC diameter (3.9 nm ± 0.65 nm), and h is the inter-CNC distance (0.784 nm [53] ). Estimating G (≈0.1 GPa) as discussed in the Supporting Information ( Figures S6-S8 , Supporting Information) and using the known E, b, and h values, L o * can be calculated to be ≈131 nm ± 14 nm (the uncertainty is derived from the known variation in b, G, and film modulus). This value is significantly higher than the overlap length achievable using w-CNCs alone (≈55 nm). Thus, to achieve optimal overlap, i.e., to maximize shear transfer efficiency in a w-CNC based system, two broad strategies may be employed: a) The L o * may be brought down to achievable values by enhancing the CNC-CNC interfacial shear modulus G (L o * ∝ G −0.5 ) or b) the average overlap length in the system may be artificially increased toward L o * by coordinating w-CNCs with a secondary long-CNC phase (as is done here).
We note that for a well-dispersed system, nearly all w-CNCs are t-CNC coordinated at 30% t-CNC by mass, i.e., L o,30% ≥ 110 nm, the average length of a single w-CNC. It is also possible to roughly estimate the L o at 30% t-CNC, using the shear-lag formulation (see the Supporting Information). At 30% t-CNC, the L o is found to be 133 ± 20 nm (the uncertainty is derived from known variation in b, G, and E). Remarkably, this value falls near the range of optimal overlap lengths for the w-CNCs studied here. This agreement validates the optimal t-CNC loading identified by our study and additionally, supports the SEM observations that the t-CNCs are indeed well dispersed here. We note that in our simulations, since we use identical cross-sections for both CNC types, the critical overlap length is achieved in a higher mass fraction t-CNC system ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information). We note that when the t-CNC content is greater than 30% by mass in the binary structures, the percolation of much longer t-CNCs may lead to an increase in the average overlap length to values greater than 110 nm.
The SEM images of fracture cross-sections provide further support to the deformation mechanisms and illuminate additional contributions to toughening by t-CNCs. The pristine w-CNC cross-sections display a clean surface with the characteristic Bouligand patterns (Figure 6a) , suggesting uninterrupted near-linear crack growth to fracture, i.e., brittle failure. With increasing t-CNC content, we observe a progressive increase in the macro and microscale roughness of the fracture surfaces, a well-established indicator of enhanced toughness in the composite materials (Figure 6a-e; Figure S10 , Supporting Information). The increase in surface corrugations (crack tortuosity) at the length scale of the CNCs ( Figure S10 , Supporting Information) suggests greater extrinsic toughening via crack deflection, extrusion, twisting, and delamination. In all blended samples, the long t-CNCs are also seen bridging microcracks further confirming that they activate additional energy dissipating mechanisms ( Figure S11 , Supporting Information). Both observations agree with simulation results, which show a similar increase in crack tortuosity and enhanced bridging behavior is with t-CNC addition ( Figure 5 ; Movies S4 and S5, Supporting Information). The fracture surfaces also show several long CNCs that extend several hundred nanometres out from the surface thereby verifying the contribution of the t-CNCs to pullout failure (Figure 6h ; Figure S12 , Supporting Information). Conceivably, the number of extending t-CNCs increases with increasing mass fraction, suggesting higher contribution to toughness and modulus at higher weight fractions ( Figure S12 , Supporting Information). While the 60% and 100% t-CNC samples also display pulled-out CNCs, the fracture surfaces are smoother, signifying a more brittle failure through rupture in these samples (Figure 6f,g; Figure S10d , Supporting Information).
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated a facile strategy to maximize the mechanical performance of the helicoidal CNC films through tailoring the morphology and hierarchical interactions between CNCs. By simply adding a minority population of long t-CNCs to short w-CNCs, we show remarkable improvements in all mechanical performance metrics; a rather unique observation in the realm of the synthetic systems, where properties enhancements are mutually exclusive. These mechanical properties (E 30% = 20.2 GPa ± 0.9 GPa, σ f,30% = 138 MPa ± 4.3 MPa, and toughness 30% = 1.01 MPa m −3 ± 0.01 MPa m −3 ), which are the best reported for the photonic CNC films thus far, rival those of gold-standard natural composites such as cortical bone, nacre, ivory, and stomatopod clubs. It is noteworthy that this study, while providing a strategy to increase overlap lengths in the CNC films, represents the first experimental verification of modeling results that find the overlap length between nanoparticles to strongly influence the properties of their layered ensembles. [39, 58] Tunicate nanocrystal addition is also found to control the chiral nematic structure of the dried CNC films. By varying t-CNC concentration, we found films that reflect wavelengths spanning the entire optical spectrum and the near UV range. By varying the drying rates we expect to extend the range of reflected wavelengths to nearinfrared values. [41] While the measured in-plane properties of the CNC films are outstanding, the helicoidal architecture is most advantageous toward out-of-plane properties such as bending modulus, hardness, and impact tolerance. [17, 59] Studies to better understand the role of t-CNC inclusion on w-CNC selfassembly, as well as on out-of-plane properties are underway in our lab and will be reported in the due course of time. Meanwhile, we anticipate these sustainably-sourced, light, multifunctional films to find applications in automotive, aerospace, infrastructure, and commercial goods industries in damage tolerant (strong and tough), optically active coatings. Specifically, the UV reflecting properties will enable the use of these materials as UV degradation retarding layers in products exposed to extended periods of sunlight, e.g., solar panels, textiles, etc., and as coatings on electronic displays or eyewear to prevent retinal injury from long-term exposure to blue-UV radiation. More broadly, we expect the results to be adaptable to other CNC types, notably other high-aspect ratio CNCs that are more commercially viable than t-CNCs.
Experimental Section
Materials: 11.9% by mass, aqueous suspensions of sodiumneutralized sulphated wood CNCs were obtained from the University of Maine Process Development Center. Tunicate CNCs were obtained by the sulfuric acid hydrolysis of the dry mantles of tunicates (Styela clava) using methods described previously. [60] Sample Preparation: The t-CNCs, as-obtained (0.40% by mass), were found to be aggregated in suspension. The suspensions were diluted to 0.20% by mass and probe sonicated at 30% amplitude for 1 h using 2 s on and off pulses. The sonicated suspension was filtered through 5 µm PTFE filters to retain only the individually dispersed CNCs. Good dispersion of the t-CNCs was verified by studying the permanent birefringence of suspensions and by TEM [60] (Figure S1 , Supporting Information). The TEM images of the sonicated t-CNCs were also used to ensure that no significant sonication induced fracturing of the crystals had occurred (Figure 1b) . The average length of the t-CNCs was calculated to be (1228 ± 755.5) nm (Figure 1c,d) , which was closely matched with measurements of unsonicated t-CNCs made earlier (1330 ± 800) nm. [21] The filtered t-CNC suspensions and w-CNC suspensions were mixed in desired quantities to reach a total CNC mass fraction of 1.6% and bath sonicated for 1 h. Cholesteric films of varying t-CNC mass fractions (0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 60%, 100% by mass) were obtained by evaporation induced self-assembly. The blended CNC water suspensions were cast in a 50 mm diameter polystyrene Petri dish placed inside a sealed Plexiglas chamber at (20 ± 0.5) °C under controlled humidity. The humidity inside the chamber was varied using an evaporation pad with controlled deionized water supply. The mass of the CNC suspension was continuously measured and the relative humidity (RH) inside the chamber was actively corrected to achieve the desired drying rate of −7 mg min −1 . When the suspension reached 4.5% by mass of CNCs, the RH was set to 60% to minimize hydration stress and film breakage during drying.
Characterization: The self-assembled architecture of the CNC films was imaged using SEM. Fractured cross-sections of the tensile tested samples and the cross sections of the dried CNC films were coated with a 1 to 2 nm conductive gold-palladium layer. The coated samples were then imaged using an electron beam at a voltage of 5 kV, a current of 50 pA, and a highly-sensitive, high-performance ion conversion and electron secondary electron detector. A working distance of 4 mm was used. TEM was used for the statistical analysis of CNC dimensions. A drop of a dilute CNC suspension was deposited on a carbon-coated TEM grid and dried. The imaging was carried out at 200 kV in bright-field mode. A 40 mm objective aperture and a zero-loss energy filter were inserted to enhance image contrast. No staining was used.
The polarized optical microscopy images of the CNC films with a light absorbing backing (black) surface were obtained using a 5× objective (numerical aperture = 0.13) and a cross polarization setting in reflection mode. It is well known that plane polarized white light incident on the self-assembled CNC films is reflected as circularly polarized light of a wavelength corresponding to the periodicity (pitch) of the helicoidal arrangement. The cross-polarization setting ensures that only this circularly polarized component of the reflected light (i.e., the component Bragg reflected by the chiral CNC structure) is collected. Therefore, the color of the CNC film when imaged in reflection mode using a cross polarizer provides a good estimate of the internal film structure. For a more quantitative estimate, reflectance spectra were recorded at wavelengths spanning 200 nm to 2000 nm (slit widths between 4 and 10 nm) in 1 nm steps using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer equipped with a 150 mm integrating sphere kit. The peak reflectance wavelengths (λ) and the peak widths (Δλ) were measured by fitting the data with single component Gaussian distributions. The in-plane mechanical properties were measured using a RSA G2 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer, equipped with a 35 N load cell, in constant strain-rate mode. The CNC films were cut into 30 mm × 4 mm strips (and thickness ≈ 50 µm, pure t-CNC sample was 14 µm thick) using low power laser cutting. This ensured that precracks were not introduced during the cutting process, as often observed when using razors or scissors. The gauge length and strain rate used were 22 mm and 0.09 mm min −1 , respectively. A sampling rate of 1 second per point was used. All tensile tests were carried out at controlled conditions of (20 ± 1) °C and (45% ± 2%) RH. No conditioning of samples was required. The values reported are averages from testing 5-6 replicates per composite type.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations: CNC nanopaper systems with layered in-plane staggered structure are built as a simplified model to investigate the influence of overlap length on the mechanical performance of the helicoidal structures. The same cross-sections, CG parameters for both t-CNCs and w-CNCs are adopted in our simulations with lowered nonbonded interactions D 0 = 60 kcal mol −1 considering the influence of misalignment of CNCs and other heterogeneities in the helicoidal structures. Each t-CNC consists 360 CG beads (1121.33 nm) and each w-CNC consists 36 beads (112.39 nm), in agreement with experimental observations. The in-plane structures were constructed with 20 rows of CNCs, with each row made with 10 aligned w-CNCs for pure w-CNC samples, and corresponding number of rows (for example, 2 rows with 10% by mass t-CNCs) replaced with t-CNCs considering t-CNC mass fraction. All CG simulations were carried out with largescale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) and visualizations are done with visual molecular dynamics (VMD). [61, 62] The systems with different t-CNC mass fractions (0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 100%) were first equilibrated under an NVT ensemble at 300 K for 10 ns followed by an NPT ensemble at 300 K and 0 Pa for another 20 ns with a time step of 10 fs. Then nonequilibrium uniaxial tensile tests along the CNC axial direction are carried out with a constant strain rate of 5 × 10 −9 Å fs −1 , and a Berendsen barostat is applied in the other two dimensions to keep the pressure at zero. The mechanical properties were calculated from the stress-strain curves with the same protocols in our former studies, where the stress was calculated from the sum of virial stress over the system and strain is the engineering strain.
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